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Introduction

This article addresses a number of problematic issues in the analysis of early
modernist music, as exemplified by Edward Elgar's Symphony No. 1 (1908).
Chief among them is the difficulty of finding a way into an analysis at all.
Which methodology is best to use as a basis for analysing music that is neither
classically tonal nor yet post-tonal, and which therefore inhabits a troublesome
gap between idiolects that many people believe we have come to grips with?
Post-tonal theories will inevitably miss the predominantly tonal surface and
larger-scale architecture of much of this music, but an orthodox Schenkerian
approach is always at risk of skirting round surface ambiguities for the sake of
exegetical expediency ± and its contrapuntal dependence on a form-generating
opposition of tonic and dominant may be anachronistic in a style which has
long since discovered other possibilities for structural tension.

Nevertheless, I want to suggest that a modified Schenkerian approach is the
best way to pursue our investigation, because the kinds of difficulties we face
when attempting an analysis of early modernist music require us to think in
terms of voice-leading and contrapuntal prolongation. A supporting reason is
that Elgar considered himself part of the tonal tradition, so we should at least
take his claim seriously and assess after an analysis whether he is justified in it.
That means analysing from within the tradition, rather than from without, and
Schenker's system for doing so is no less problematic than anyone else's.
Furthermore, Schenker's theory ± and this distinguishes it from Schoenberg's or
Riemann's ± can readily be subjected to a phenomenological scrutiny whose
object is time, and this is significant both methodologically and hermeneutically,
as I shall argue.

A strong objection to the extension of Schenker's chronological scope is, as
Scott Burnham argues so compellingly in Beethoven Hero, that his theory is
based paradigmatically on Beethoven's goal-orientated heroic style: the Ursatz
is, in this view, the most refined theoretical ossification of Beethoven Hero.1

Although early modernist music ± and in this case I mean Elgar's music ±
demonstrably functions at least superficially in a tonal language, there are no
grounds for claiming a priori that its structural syntax is Beethovenian±
Schenkerian. While an analysis of such music may profitably proceed along
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Schenkerian lines, the analyst must be wary of the risk of twisting the music to
fit the theory. And if the Beethovenian syntax of the Ursatz is eventually
deemed unsuitable for Elgar, that is probably because another syntax is more
appropriate. One of the principal challenges of analysing Elgar is, then, the
need to wait until the analysis is complete before divining his Satz. Yet the
Ursatz may still have a role to play, even if it can no longer be presumed to be
the driving force of the piece: it is conceivable that the articulation of the
Ursatz may in some way act as a structural support while some other, less
Beethovenian force pulls the material of the work along and over it.

When the object of study is Elgar's First Symphony there are additional
complications. How are we to analyse a piece in four movements, whose middle
movements are joined, and which makes such a point of beginning and ending
with a `motto' theme in A[, but spends most of its time with other material and
in or on unrelated keys (A minor, D major and D minor being especially
notable)?2 This question is not limited to analysis of early modernist music.
Despite its grounding in Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, the archetypal four-
movement narrative,3 the Ursatz does not explain how musical arguments are
carried over the gaps between movements, or even why there are usually four
movements in a symphony instead of ± say ± seven, or two. Both Nicholas
Marston and Jonathan Dunsby have tried to answer these questions in analyses
of smaller pieces.4

I know of no comparable attempt to stretch the Ursatz over a whole
symphony, but it is possible that Robert Bailey might have a multi-movement
Ursatz in mind for Brahms's Third Symphony.5 He suggests that the work
could be considered a single sonata-form plan, with the middle movements
forming a unit. The manuscript was in any case organised in three parcels, with
the middle movements joined as one. Thus the whole symphony

in some ways can be likened to that of a traditional first-movement design:
presentation of the tonic in the first movement (a movement in which the

dominant is conspicuous by its absence), exploration of the dominant at the
beginning of Part 2 and its prolongation with change of mode in the latter
portion, and then the finale which brings F & C [tonic and dominant] into direct
confrontation and provides the necessary tonal and modal resolutions for them.6

It is worth exploring the parallels between Brahms's Third Symphony and
Elgar's First because, in at least four important respects, Brahms's work might
have been a model for Elgar's. The strongest alternative to the tonic in Elgar's
first movement is not the dominant; the middle movements form a single
structural unit; the finale contains the first clear presentation, and eventual
resolution, of the tonal tensions of the work; and the symphony begins and
ends with the same theme. Furthermore the Brahmsian second subject Elgar
added at a late stage to the finale of his First Symphony is very nearly a
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quotation from the equivalent point in Brahms's Third, and the fact that Elgar
devoted an entire hortatory lecture to the work (an honour only otherwise
accorded to Mozart's Symphony No. 40) during his professorial spell at the
University of Birmingham is indicative of the high esteem in which he held it.7

Whether or not Brahms's symphony was a model for Elgar's, the present
study, with its deliberately sceptical view of single-movement, Beethovenian±
Schenkerian goal-orientation, offers an analysis of Elgar's First Symphony that
argues for a four-movement Ursatz. This relatively nonconformist approach is
made not only to inform the hermeneutic analysis of Elgar's music which this
article offers, but also to clear away theoretical obstacles in the analysis of early
modernist symphonic music in particular, and multi-movement works in
general. Elgar's narrative concerns are, of course, bound up with his
symphonic architecture, which I must now outline.

Establishing the Grounds for a Methodology

Elgar's principal structural tool in the First Symphony is the opposition of two
powerful tonal centres, A[ and D.8 The Ursatz cannot resolve the tritonal
tension between these tonalities, since Elgar's opposition is duotonal and
Schenkerian theory's ambit is monotonal. Elgar's use of duotonality is quite
unlike that found in (for instance) Wagner, Bruckner and Mahler.9 With these
latter composers, pairs of tonics often form `double-tonic complexes',10 which
(put simply) function as a single tonal focus. Such double-tonic complexes are
only an incidental part of Elgar's strategy, and he instead focuses on opening
vast rifts in the structure of his music by the direct opposition of two tonal
areas, the one `immuring' (A[), the other `immured' (D in the context of the
whole work, though represented by A minor in the first movement). (The
suggestion of imprisonment and the desire to break free, implicit in the strict
meaning of those words, is intended.) The immuring tonic, which opens and
closes the work, is challenged by an immured tonic offering a stable alternative
that a composer such as Mahler might have stayed with (see, for example, the
breakthrough-key conclusion to his Fifth Symphony); Elgar, however, eschews
such `directional tonality',11 preferring to return to the key of the beginning.
His conception of the symphony is therefore Classical at heart insofar as a
single tonic must appear to prevail, but I shall argue that the forces welling up
inside his music lead to ultimate failure, and a distinctively twentieth-century
failure at that. The immured tonic is eventually dismissed, but two remaining
problems make the `victory' seem Pyrrhic. First, various incidents in the work
have made the immuring tonic inherently problematic. Second, since the
triumph of the immuring A[ comes from processes tangential to theUrsatz, the
conventional close in the immuring tonic does not carry the Beethovenian
inevitability usually associated with such closure. Put crudely: Beethoven's
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heroic style dramatises the arrival on the dominant, empowering the Ursatz to
compose-out the tonal reconciliation; Elgar conversely dramatises the arrival of
the immured tonic, ]IV, so the Ursatz is of limited use.

Some other, but related, way of viewing the music's final resolution into the
immuring tonic is required, and for this I borrow the concept of authentic
temporality. Roman Ingarden's interpretation remains the most stimulating
post-Husserlian exploration of the temporality of music.12 For Ingarden, our
appreciation of music transcends the particular time of a particular
performance and so is `supratemporal'; hence although it is not tied down to
a specific time in a specific performance, the work of music still has in essence a
temporal form on account of its status as an intensional object. This is to say
that we experience a piece of music from a particular temporal aspect dictated
in some way or other by the piece: no matter how fast or slow a performer may
play, certain parts of the music always come before or after, and are therefore
relationally defined. That is, in any given present, we `retain' the past and
`protain' the possible or likely future of the music.

Ingarden's Husserlian analysis is useful in the context of this article for
showing the similarities between the temporal existence of music and the
`ecstatically temporal' existence of the human mode of being, Dasein,
described by the existentialist philosopher Martin Heidegger.13 Heidegger
takes up Husserl's retentive±protentive model of time-consciousness, but gives
it an existential tinge through the concept of `authenticity'. He defines the
Augenblick, `the moment' which changes our perception of ourselves (literally,
the `glance of an eye'), as the `authentic' mode of the `ecstasis' of the present.
`Ecstases' are not static and ungraspable `nows', which are like the lines on a
mathematical diagram (conceptually without thickness); ecstases are instead
active, lived time, in which we do things towards certain ends. There are three
`ecstases': past, present and future. All may be `authentic' (eigentlich) ± that is,
true to the nature of an individual Dasein ± or `inauthentic' (uneigentlich) ± that
is, caught up in the expectations of convention, `the they' (das Man). Dasein
`stands forth' (`ex-sists') by holding these three ecstases in meaningful
relationship, rather than just tripping meaninglessly along a succession of
`nows'. Heidegger introduces the Augenblick into his discussion of Dasein's
temporality in typically cryptic fashion:

Everyday concern understands itself in terms of that potentiality-for-Being
which confronts it as coming from its possible success or failure with respect to

whatever its object of concern may be. Corresponding to the inauthentic future
(awaiting), there is a special way of Being-alongside the things with which one
concerns oneself. This way of Being-alongside is the Present ± the `waiting-
towards'; this ecstatical mode reveals itself if we adduce for comparison this

very same ecstasis, but in the mode of authentic temporality. To the
anticipation which goes with resoluteness, there belongs a Present in accordance
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with which a resolution discloses the Situation. In resoluteness, the Present is
not only brought back from distraction with the objects of one's closest concern,
but it gets held in the future and in having been [`having been' is the authentic
past]. That Present which is held in authentic temporality and which thus is

authentic itself, we call the `moment of vision' [der Augenblick]. This term must
be understood in the active sense as an ecstasis. It means the resolute rapture
with which Dasein is carried away to whatever possibilities and circumstances

are encountered in the Situation as possible objects of concern, but a rapture
which is held in resoluteness. The moment of vision is a phenomenon which in
principle can not be clarified in terms of the `now' [dem Jetzt]. The `now' is a

temporal phenomenon which belongs to time as within-time-ness: the `now' `in
which' something arises, passes away, or is present-at-hand. `In the moment of
vision' nothing can occur; but as an authentic Present or waiting-towards, the

moment of vision permits us to encounter for the first time what can be `in a time'
as ready-to-hand or present-at-hand.14

What does all this mean? In the Augenblick, the resources of the present
`Situation' are focused in such a way that the authentic future may be aimed
towards rather than just waited for, and individuality may be attained.
Heidegger uses the term `repetition' for this authentic appropriation of the
past, in which its crucial role as shaper of the present situation is acknowledged
creatively. Authentic projection of past possibilities is thus for Heidegger an
anticipating repetition that holds fast to a moment of vision. Dasein focuses its
past and all the possibilities it contains for personal development in an
Augenblick which discloses how things should be if this Dasein is to be as it
ought to be. If such a disclosure is worked with through the rest of Dasein's
existence, with past possibilities `repeated' in a creative way, then it will have
been `authentic'. Heidegger stresses that the Augenblick is not a `now', or a
single clarion call to stir a sleepy Dasein, but rather the authentic mode of the
present, that is an ecstasis, a `standing-out' from a preoccupation with
immediate concerns. Hubert L. Dreyfus clarifies further:

The moment of transformation from falling to resoluteness Heidegger calls the
Augenblick, literally the glance of an eye. This is Luther's term for what the
King James Bible calls the `twinkling of an eye', in which `we shall be changed'.
For Kierkegaard, the Oieblik is the moment that an unconditional commitment

comes to define my world and redifferentiate the content of my past and future.
For Heidegger, it is the moment of the total gestalt switch of Dasein's way of
being-in-the-world from inauthenticity to authenticity.15

There is an interesting parallel between Heidegger's account of the Augenblick
and his conception of the work of art, which he says discloses the nature of
other entities. As he puts it, in words redolent of Being and Time, `The
establishing of truth in the work is the bringing forth of a being such as never
was before and will never come to be again'.16 In a work of art, we `leap' into an
encounter with truth. Heidegger plays here with the word Ursprung, which in
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everyday German signifies `origin'; he gives it his wonted hyphen, changing it
to Ur-sprung, `primordial leap', and so re-expresses the `origin' of the work of
art as the `primordial leap' into truth, which for him is the disclosure of the
complex Being of an entity.

In Heidegger's famous example, Van Gogh's A Pair of Boots discloses the
physical nature of the boots, their history, and the life of their wearer. The
picture is different from the shoes it represents because it is `only in the picture
that we notice all this about the shoes. The peasant woman, on the other hand,
simply wears them. The equipmental being of the equipment consists indeed
in its usefulness'.17 To put it another way, the equipment's material ± that is,
the shoes' leatheriness, along with all that might be revealed by this quality ±
`disappears' into its usefulness, and becomes invisible to the peasant woman
who wears them, but in the work of art it is revealed.18 The example is simple,
but makes a complex point. In Heidegger's view works of art show up the
hidden sides of things in a way we might not otherwise notice. This is not to
say they offer simply a different, still obvious, interpretation of a thing from a
different aspect: rather, artworks open up entirely unexplored aspects of the
Being of entities ± this is what he means by the `primordial leap'. And since this
leap constitutes `the bringing forth of a being such as never was before and will
never come to be again', it is in the nature of art to reveal the full truth of an
entity for the first time.

Hence, although it functions differently from the Augenblick, art still fulfils
the same basic purpose: to disclose the truth of an entity. The Augenblick
discloses Dasein's authentic Self in a moment of vision; the work of art
discloses the Being of an entity in its Ur-sprung. It is easy to see that Van
Gogh's painting of shoes will disclose the Being of the shoes it represents, but
not quite so easy to say what sort of Being music discloses ± and Heidegger
himself makes no helpful suggestions. Yet what is certain is that music cannot
disclose the Being of sounds, or of musical forms, since these are just the
materials of music and not its essence. Music discloses the Being of something
else: what? Since Ingarden's retentive±protentive model of music's
supratemporality bears very close resemblance to Heidegger's ecstatically
temporal model for Dasein, it does not seem unreasonable to work with the
hypothesis that music in some way discloses the Being of Dasein. To put it
another way: music is a mimesis of human temporal existence.19

Let us go over the definition of the Augenblick again, this time in the
particular case of musical history. We can say that the acknowledgement of the
past of the tonal tradition (the `having been' that is held onto resolutely) as
determinative of its present `Situation' allows a piece to exist authentically as
itself. If the revelatory focusing of the past which constitutes this moment of
vision is held onto into the future, then the piece's authentic individuality can
be attained. In other words, in the Augenblick all the conventions of the tonal
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system (as encapsulated in anUrsatz) as well as all the possible resources of the
particular work (its `Situation') are focused with regard to the particular end of
the particular work. In an inauthentic present the piece `waits' for the
composing-out of the Ursatz, but in an authentic Present (an Augenblick) the
piece ± always depending for its identity on its position in musical history and
in the composer's oeuvre ± will see its `ownmost' possibilities and work
towards its own particular ends. And these ends are revealed in terms of all past
possibilities understood in terms of their future applicability in the individual
piece. That is, in the Augenblick it becomes clear why this piece is as it is,
bearing in mind its dependence on the tonal tradition, but not levelling off its
curiosities so as to regard it (inauthentically) as `just another Beethovenian
symphony'. In the Augenblick we encounter the piece, as it is, for the first time.

As I have already noted, Scott Burnham argues convincingly that theUrsatz
is a richly endowed theoretical abstraction of the temporal unfolding
characteristic of Beethoven's heroic style.20 Nevertheless, its application to
other pieces, whether works by other composers or non-heroic pieces by
Beethoven himself, may radically circumscribe our interpretation of that
music. If we hear all tonal music through Beethoven Hero (in other words, the
Ursatz), we are straitjacketing individual pieces: we make them `inauthentic',
or at least appreciate them inauthentically. To release music from the
straitjacket we must first admit that the Ursatz has become a `they-self'
(Man-selbst) for music, then look for ways the `authentic' individual piece can
project its `ownmost' possibilities to create an `authentic Self'.

But no Dasein exists in a vacuum, and neither does a piece of music. Each
individual piece exhibits characteristics common to some other pieces (among
them, the Ursatz), just as an authentic Dasein exhibits traits of every Dasein
(among them, acknowledging the realisation that `Dasein tends to die'). In the
Augenblick an individual piece as it were claims the Ursatz as its own: the
Augenblick clarifies music's `being-towards' its own end. The focusing of the
musical possibilities of the whole piece, and of all pieces before it, comes in a
moment which might otherwise seem unremarkable in an orthodox analysis.
This change of focus removes the music's Beethovenian gag and allows it to
speak on its own terms.21

First Symphony: First Movement

My analysis of Elgar's First Symphony will reveal a handling of duotonal
structures, clinched in a revelatory Augenblick, which `composes out' a narra-
tive of capitulation and defeat, the obverse of heroic victory. I shall concentrate
particularly on the duotonal tension that shapes the whole symphony across its
four movements, and then consider the hermeneutic significance of this
conflict and its fallout. This section will present an analysis of the first
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movement, which generates most of the tensions (and most of the possibilities
for resolution) that will be explored in the rest of the work.22 The remainder of
the analysis, in the subsequent two sections, will show how Elgar works
through the implications of his opening gambit. The first movement is
discussed under seven subheadings, which will then serve as ways into the
remainder of the symphony. A middleground graph of the first movement is
given as Ex. 1.

(a) The Frailty of the Immuring Tonality is Exposed

Elgar wrote that `the opening theme is intended to be simple &, in intention,
noble & elevating . . . the sort of ideal call ± in the sense of persuasion, not
coercion or command ± & something above everyday & sordid things'.23 At any
rate it is atavistically diatonic for 1908. And with such a very old-fashioned
symphonic opening (in terms of language, if not of gesture ± no other
symphony opens quite like this) come certain expectations: principally, a
strong presentation of the tonic. There is only one accidental in the first three
and a half minutes of the symphony, the two-beat d\ at 3:6,24 a leading-note
which adds the very slightest of tonicising touches to V/A[. Otherwise the
theme stays resolutely on the tonic, and since there is no hint of an alternative,
we cannot yet call the tonic `strong' or `sure': it has still to show its mettle. The
ideal call's first appearance, then, is bland ± splendid, perhaps, but untested,
unproved, and perhaps rather uninspiring.

But there are no cadences at all in the new theme which barges into the work
at 5:3, hastily reinterpreting the ideal call's final bass A[ as an upper neighbour

Ex. 1 Elgar, Symphony I/i, middleground
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to the root of a ninth sonority (Ex. 2). This new theme, which Elgar said has `a
nice sub-acid feeling',25 translates insipid diatonicism into trenchant
chromaticism. It is awash with dominant and secondary sevenths:

(a) a weak V7/f] on the upbeats to the first and third bars, and a strong V9/f]
in the fourth;

(b) a strong V7/C (or perhaps II7/F) on the downbeats to the first and third
bars;

(c) V4
3/A on the first beat of the second bar, and II43/A in the eighth bar;

and
(d) II7/A[ in the fifth bar of the theme, which denies the expected resolution

of the V4
2/f], spelt B\±f

1±a[1±c]2, on the last beat of the previous bar.

The theme is, in tonal terms, radically unorthodox. As such, it is difficult to
agree with those (McVeagh, Maine, Kennedy, Moore, Hepokoski) who hold
that the key of this theme is D minor,26 since the closest it goes is V/V, and the
key signature probably has more to do with the F major second subject at 12:1.
But neither should we agree with Anderson's and Meikle's suggestion that the
key is already A minor without ultimately making the claim that some
unresolved sevenths are more equal than others.27 The purpose of this theme,
which is a maze of false signals and abruptly locking doors, is to rattle the tonal
cage, not yet to provide a stable focal point for a new key area. The seventh
chords point outwards, not inwards: to the A[ of the opening, which will frame
the movement; to the F] of the second movement (or, more locally, to the G[

Ex. 2 Elgar, Symphony I/i, `sub-acid' theme
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presentiment of it at 6:5); to the long passage on C from 7:1 (and the F which
results at 12:1); and to the A minor that is the immured tonality of this first
movement. Any listener or analyst familiar with the symphonic tradition of the
Eroica will recognise at once the dynamic, Beethovenian stamp of a theme that
defines itself not by where it is now but by where it is going to, and a good
analysis should reflect this, rather than attempting to impose an order which the
music does not possess.

(b) Sixth-unfolding, c2±a2

For these reasons, suffice it to say that the first music to move away from A[
simply launches the first, and most critical, form-generating progression of the
movement ± a sixth-unfolding from theKopfton, c2, whose scattered reflections
and refractions dapple the entire symphony (see Ex. 3). A neighbouring c]1 and
a descending third-progression adequately establish the melodic identity of d1.
On the `sub-acid' theme's repeat in the work's original register (see again Ex. 1),
the line begins to rise. The egregious intrusion of a dynamically spotlighted,
registrally isolated a3 at 6:4 dams up the flow of the theme: the dissonant
prolongation of the chord on G ends, and the melodic line rises to g2. Note that
the bass a[ at 6:6 supports F minor (Ex. 3): A[ is slipping away. An unusually
long and stable plateau on C now persists from 8:1, and switches modes at 9:1,
where the spotlighted melodic a3 becomes a ff appoggiatura. By its insistent
puncturing of the line, this pitch asserts itself as a goal in the middleground ± a
goal that is reached when the sixth-unfolding reaches this pitch at 11:1, albeit
without bass support till 12:1. This slight contrapuntal disjunction of the point
of arrival will allow Elgar to arrive twice at the first movement's immured
tonality of A minor, and so put it immediately two steps ahead of the immuring
A[: recall that the A[ was never `in' any other place that it may `arrive' back
from.

(c) Kopfton as Cover Note

The pp A minor entry of the `sad & delicate'28 tune at 11:5 is prepared only by
II43/a. When it returns, fff at 17:1, the movement's immured tonality will be
tonicised strongly by its dominant. Since it is the goal of the exposition, A
minor makes its first tentative entrance precisely when the sixth-unfolding is
completed at 11:1. But such a critical tonal realignment (I±]i in A[) would be
more effectively established with solid harmonic support, so the target of the
unfolding, a2, is treated as 3̂/F and the `real' resolution into A minor does not
come until 17:5.29 Hence, the `sad & delicate' theme's primary melodic pitch,
c2, appears in this still-unstable context as a cover note, recalling the A[-
Kopfton. The middle movements of the work will go on to make interesting and
structurally meaningful use of the Kopfton as cover note.
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(d) Pivot from Immuring to Immured Tonalities

Elgar gives F major strong support at 12:1: an expansive new theme; slow-
moving diatonic harmonies; and a clear, rising fifth-progression moving in
tenths with the bass.30 The movement away from A[, which seems for now to
have reached its goal, is therefore clinched by the unfolded sixth in melody and
bass. But there is a piquant ambiguity here, because the melody unfolds c2±a2

(in F major) while the bass unfolds A[±f (in F minor). The key of F will prove
an important pivot in this symphony, with its mode, in context, throwing
weight either towards or away from A[. So at 12:1 F major functions as VI/a,
into which it eventually closes at 17:1, constituting a great lurch towards D
major, the immured tonality of the work as a whole, while in the finale at 142:5
F minor functions as vi/A[, thus pushing the music back to the immuring
tonality at the end of the work. In both cases tonally stable thematic material
shores up the pivot.

Elgar does not allow the F major of 12:1 to congeal into an immured tonic,
despite its being the first solidly projected key of the work (more solid even
than the ideal call, because of strong dominant preparation). By 13:11 the
direction changes again, leading to a return of the `sub-acid' theme at 14:9. So
the arrival at 17:1 on the first movement's immured tonic, A minor (`sad &
delicate' no more), is given harmonic support by the F major (VI) that resulted
from a resolute contrapuntal move away from the immuring A[.

(e) Pun on the Kopfton

Elgar supplies an even more telling structural emphasis by the direct
connection he makes with the `sub-acid' theme immediately before A minor's
arrival. Three climactic statements of the first `sub-acid' bar propel the
register from d1 (the first pitch of the Allegro) to the stratospheric c4 of 17:1,
and the Kopfton is regained in spectacular fashion ± but as a pun: it is now 3̂
in A minor, instead of A[ (Ex. 4).31 Elgar's juxtaposition of the `sub-acid' and
`sad & delicate' themes at this point makes clear the role of the first Allegro
theme. Although the arrival of A minor is associated with the `sad & delicate'
theme, it is the `sub-acid' theme which initiates the bridging motion from A[
to A minor. The chasm between the keys is, of course, so vast that it requires
the whole of the exposition to compose-out the transition from one to the
other, with a hinge on the pivotal F (itself receiving generous dominant sup-
port) reached by the A[-negating sixth-unfolding. But Elgar's resuscitation of
the `sub-acid' theme at 14:9 conjoins the disruptive cage-rattling of 5:3 and
the blaring orchestral clamour at 17:1. Now we hear that this is the goal the
movement has been seeking, and we finally understand the sphinxian intima-
tions of the `sub-acid' theme. A minor is a goal that commandeers the
Kopfton, and which has the potential to subvert the hegemony of the whole
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symphony. The repercussions of this pun, and of the drastic weakening of the
immuring tonality, are central to the argument of the rest of the work, for this
is not a bonhomous, Haydnesque pun, which is charming and to the point,
but a cynical, blackly comic pun, which reveals its significance only much
later.

(f) Prolongation of the Immured Tonic (and Return of the Immuring Tonic)

There is no space here to discuss the complexities of the development section
in detail. The keys through which it passes ± among them E minor, B (minor
and major), D, F] minor and A minor ± are all closer to the immured than the
immuring tonic. In voice-leading terms, the development is an intricate and
nuanced prolongation of V7/a, with a melodic d1 functioning as neighbour to
the battered and registrally demoted Kopfton.

A turn back towards A[ is made early in the recapitulation when an
abbreviated repeat of the `sub-acid' theme at 35:1, accompanied by a change of
key signature (from one to four flats), begins a swift retransition to the
immuring tonic. The `sad & delicate' theme returns in its quiet form on v/A[ at
37:7, and the first of the secondary materials ± originally on F ± returns on A[
at 38:1 (see the full-movement graph in Ex. 1). The immuring tonic arrives,
therefore, with minimum fuss, and one is bound to say with minimal structural
effect. The cadence onto A[ is almost unnoticeable (only a single crotchet of the
major-mode dominant in the bar before the second subject), and the point of

Ex. 4 Elgar, Symphony I/i, pun on Kopfton
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arrival is rhetorically unemphatic. But Elgar is doing the same in the
recapitulation as he did in the exposition: there the local immured tonic's
first appearance at 11:5 was understated; here the immuring tonic's return is
understated, although it is more expansive than the equivalent point in the
exposition. Twice Elgar reveals his objective in a whisper, but he cannot open
the door without a powerful pivot: in the exposition the F major second subject
has that function at 12:1; in the recapitulation the (now blaring) `sad & delicate'
theme has it on its return at 44:1 on F minor.

(g) Static Kopfton

When the ideal call returns at 48:1 A[ is approached by vii[7, which resolves
onto I63/A[. The theme is obscured by a remembrance of the elaborated bass
line of the `sub-acid' theme, which has been a prominent melodic feature since
19:1. A V±I close back into the immuring tonic comes at 49:5, accompanied by
the regaining of theKopfton (once again 3̂/A[), and the ideal call is given a brief
glimpse of victory. But the struggle is Sisyphean. By 51:9 the ideal call gives
way to thematic snatches from the development, and when it returns in the
closing bars of the movement at 54:1 something astonishing happens: the
Kopfton fails to descend (Ex. 5). Twice an upper neighbour on clarinet
emphasises c2 and ties it over the bar-line to 55:1, where the `sad & delicate'
theme quietly makes clear the pun on the Kopfton that reinforced the crisis of
this movement: the vitiation of the immuring A[ by the immured A minor,
here telescoped into 21 final bars. Since A['s tenuous hold on the movement
has been broken by this crushing reminder of A minor, it is impossible for the
Urlinie to descend. Elgar has raised a temple to Schenker's fundamental

Ex. 5 Elgar, Symphony I/i, static Kopfton
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contrapuntal tension between I and 3̂, by punning on the Kopfton. His
temporary solution is to transfer the Kopfton down an octave, and end quietly,
unambitiously, and only provisionally, on the immuring tonic. This closing
page is a structural scream belying its ostensible quietness. If the movement
ended with a satisfactory 3̂

I±
2̂
V±

1̂
I close in either A[ or A minor, the piece would

come to a rest between movements, but the recurrence of the chief problem of
the work in these last bars means that the tension carries over the pause which
separates them.

Having established the means by which the first movement sets up and
conducts its argument, we shall now see how these salient details (namely the
fragile immuring tonality, the rising sixth-unfolding, the Kopfton as cover
note, the pivot, the pun, the prolongation of the immured tonic, and the static
Kopfton) are worked out in the three remaining movements.

First Symphony: Middle Movements, Allegro molto and Adagio

Elgar originally sketched the middle movements together in the last quarter of
1907 as part of a string quartet.32 For that reason, and also because they share
thematic material (the opening themes of each movement), are in related keys
(F]minor and D), prolong common melodic pitches (f]1 and a1), and are joined
without a break, they form a single unit. The two-movement unit gradually
establishes D major as an immured tonality which, by the end of the slow
movement, can claim to control the structure of the symphony.

The first nine bars of the Allegro molto establish a1, the chief melodic pitch
of the middle movements (Ex. 6). If we hear the second movement as a
continuation of the first, then a sixth-unfolding from c1 to a1 across the two
movements again leaves the first movement's Kopfton behind and establishes a
new melodic focus (Ex. 7). And there are good reasons to believe that we do
hear the second movement as a continuation of the first. The Urlinie's failure
to descend, intensified by the stinging reminder of the pun on the Kopfton (at
55:1), is one good reason; another is that Elgar himself suggested in a letter to
his publisher and close friend, August Jaeger, that A[ functions as II/f],33 the
drooping bass pizzicatos (enharmonically) G]±F] thus seeming to further
relegate the immuring tonic ex post facto to the status of a neighbour. So, a1

dismisses c1 and becomes the new focus, but there is another pun: at 12:1 a2

had been 3̂/F; once the second movement begins a1 is 3̂/f]. The pivot which
had been F in the first movement thus becomes F]minor. The music is moving
closer to an immured D major goal.

A rising sixth-unfolding, then, continues to disrupt and complicate, but
rising (and falling) fifth progressions have the opposite effect. In the first
movement the sixth-unfolding discharges immediately into the second subject
on F (12:1). That theme gains stability from a pair of fifth-progressions rising
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in tenths (a2±e3, F±c) over 18 bars, composing-out a I±V progression on F
major. Its stability beguiles us into considering F as a goal, but its later
reinterpretation as VI plays us false. In the slow movement the second subject
at 96:1 also composes-out a I±V progression (this time on V/D) through a pair
of fifth-progressions rising in tenths (c]2±g]2, A±e) over 8 bars. This A major
second subject is especially remarkable because of its counterpoint, which is a
major-mode version of the `sad & delicate' theme that was bound up with the
problems at the centre of the first movement (the theme and its motivic
connections are presented in Ex. 8). At 96:1, therefore, the first movement's
immured A minor is reinterpreted globally as a dominant and the first

Ex. 6 Elgar, Symphony I/ii, opening theme

Ex. 7 Elgar, Symphony I/ii, middleground
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movement's immured tonic is sucked into D major. In a sense, D major's role
as global immured tonic had been `available' since the beginning of the
recapitulation in the first movement, where the ideal call returns on D major at
30:15. D major there crumbles into A major, the major mode of the first
movement's immured tonic. But in that juxtaposition ± unremarkable except
insofar as it is the only two-key presentation of the ideal call in the symphony ±
we might, `listening back', hear early hints of a deeper structural purpose.

There was no substantial dominant prolongation during the F] minor of the
Allegro molto, so this dominant prolongation of and close into D is momen-
tous. (Although it is tenaciously prolonged through the development, V/a in
the first movement fails to provide the expected cadence.) By integrating two
themes from previous movements (the F]minor theme from the fifth bar of the

Ex. 8 Elgar, Symphony I/iii, fig. 96ff. (with theme from fig. 17)
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Allegro molto in D major at the beginning of the Adagio, and the A minor tune
from 12:1 on A major at 96:1), Elgar reveals that the immured tonality of the
whole work, D, was presaged as long ago as the opening movement. But this
thematic theft leaves an unresolved problem for D: it has no theme of its own to
stand for the immured tonic in the way the other themes had stood for A minor
and F] minor before they were stolen. Elgar solves that particular problem at
the beginning of the coda (104:1) by introducing a new theme which brings us,
in Jaeger's words, `near Heaven'.34 Thus, by the end of the movement, we feel
closer to the achievement of a goal than at any other point in the work. Little
wonder the first audience made the composer rise to the stage at the end of this
movement to receive its grateful applause.35 However, even given that Elgar
grants D major its own `Heaven' theme, one of his finest creations, his
presentation of the immured tonic still raises questions.

The middle movements concoct an enigmatic relationship between a1 and
f]1. The Kopfton of the second movement is definitely a1, but the B[ sections
that alternate with the main F] minor music (at 66:1±71:1 and 77:1±82:1)
prolong a covering inner-voice f\2, which is transferred up an octave from the
f]1 that lies beneath the Kopfton in the opening F] minor (Ex. 7). This
spotlighted inner-voice neighbour note prompts a cover note f]2 at 82:1, which
establishes a precedent for the following movement. The Adagio'sKopfton, f]1,
is reached by means of a voice exchange at the end of the Allegro molto, and
since that pitch can be parsed as either 1̂/f] or 3̂/D, Elgar can seize on its
potential dual agency.

The Adagio opens on f]1, but as in the theme's original incarnation on F]
minor in the Allegro molto, it unfolds to a1 by two bars before rehearsal figure
93 (Ex. 9). This covering a1 is prolonged by neighbouring motion until 96:1,
when another inner voice reaches over to begin the long falling fifth-
progression that culminates in the reaffirmation of f]1 at 100:1, the recapitula-
tion and resumption of the immured D-structure. But again, a1 is unfolded in
only four bars and prolonged throughout the rest of the recapitulation. The
`Heaven' theme at 104:1, which promises D major the surety that its borrowed
themes could not quite offer, reproduces the D-structure in nuce (Ex. 10). Its
opening f]1 unfolds to a1, and that pitch is prolonged throughout a long
dominant pedal starting at 96:1, as shown in Ex. 9 (in a passage which
underpins ten brief a±g]±f] figures). Only at 107:1, in the final statement of the
theme, does a1 yield fully to f]1, with a conclusive descent in the last three bars.

The pairing of f]1 and a1 in these middle movements not only joins them as
a single unit, but also allows Elgar to pull off the impressive sleight of
producing an overwhelming sense of closure (made the more powerful since
we have to strain to hear its ppp susurrations) without actually closing at all.
By making f]1 the Kopfton of the Adagio ± and the evidence of the opening and
the falling fifth-progression suggest this interpretation ± Elgar sets up a
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Ex. 9 Elgar, Symphony I/iii, middleground

Ex. 10 Elgar, Symphony I/iii, `Heaven' theme
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reference point. The a1 which is prolonged for much of the movement can
then become part of a satisfying contrapuntal descent. But it is a descent to the
Kopfton, not from it: the end is suggestive, not conclusive. The final bar of the
movement achieves a return to the 3̂

I
of the opening, but no more: as Elgar

wrote above a sketch for this theme, `the rest is silence'.
The delicate structural ambiguity of this movement, which might conceiv-

ably have either a 3̂- or a 5̂-line, means that a conclusive descent is impossible,
because Elgar only decides on the starting point for such a descent in the last
bar of the movement. Therefore, the middle movements establish a pair of
interchangeable `immured KopftoÈne', neither of which produces a closing
descent. Yet again Elgar leaves hanging at the end of a movement challenges
which have gradually revealed themselves in the course of it.

Somehow the fourth movement must solve all the accumulated problems of
the symphony by rescuing the frail immuring A[, which the title-page pro-
claims the symphony's tonic; by restoring and enlivening the torpid immuring
Kopfton, which stands in ambiguous relation to both A[ and A minor; and by
banishing the powerful immured D major tonality, which received strong
dominant support, a kind of qualified `closure', and drew in the `sad & delicate'
theme (the very theme that usurped the Kopfton and devalorised A[).

First Symphony: Finale

The D minor Lento introduction to the Finale offers a direct rebuttal of the
immured tonic's major mode. At 110:3 the ideal call appears on the immuring
tonic, after a two-movement absence. But a conclusive return to A[ cannot, of
course, be accomplished so easily, and a striking enharmonic change in the
ideal call's fourth bar (a[1±g]1) jolts the music onto II of D minor, the key of
the exposition. The finale's parameters are set.

The Allegro exposition is the most straightforward thematic presentation of
the work: a first subject in D minor (111:5); a second in B[ (113:1); and a third,
march-like, back in D minor (118:1). Such unabashed early revelling in the
tonic (albeit without a dominant) flatters our desire for a panacean finale, but
the development section is just as acidic as the first movement's exposition had
been, and it harries D minor in precisely the same way ± that is, by unfolding a
sixth and amplifying the rhetorical thrust with a pun.

The immured Kopfton/cover note a1 is carried on into the finale as 5̂/d: the
first and third themes, both in D minor, stress the pitch with insistent 6̂±5̂
neighbouring figurations. At the start of the development (120:1) the first
subject returns, still in D minor, but by 122:3 a determined flight away from
the immured tonic and Kopfton is underway (Ex. 11). The first half of the
development (to 127:3) navigates to E[ (V/A[), thus making a decisive move
away from the immured tonic. The second half, which is mostly on E[ minor
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(or G[ major, which results from a tonicisation of the third in the bass),
forestalls the longed-for resolution. Progress in the first half is rapid (passing
over E[ minor, F] minor and A minor), and the orchestration is prickly (ff
throughout, with accents or staccato markings on almost every beat). The
result is a melodic line unfolding the sixth a1±f]2, coupled with an equivalent
bass unfolding, D±B. The tonality of D minor is quitted, then, for B minor,
and the two immured KopftoÈ ne are linked again. But the bass puns on D,
changing it from the root of D minor into the first inversion of B minor. The
ascent of the first half of the development (which creates a destabilising effect
similar to the first movement exposition) thus leads the structure away from
the immured tonic, if not yet decisively towards the immuring tonic.

When the second subject returns on E[ at 127:1 Elgar seems to be preparing
for a recapitulation on A[, but the progress stalls with an A[ minor false
recapitulation of the ideal call at 129:1. The remainder of the development,
from 130:1 to 134:1, is taken up with a serene G[ rendering of the theme
originally heard in march-like form at 118:1. Its D-tonicising sting is blunted,
in accordance with Elgar's intention that the `coarser themes are well
quashed'.36 This leads directly to the recapitulation at 134:1, and the `crisis'
of the movement: a reprise of the first subject on E[ minor instead of D minor.
Still the effect is to weaken D minor, rather than to strengthen A[. With so
much stress placed on A['s putative dominant, any structural cadence resulting
directly from this point would probably be unsatisfactory (because dominant-
heavy).

As in the first movement, the two opposed tonalities hinge on a pivot that
has the strength to throw weight one way or the other. In this movement it
comes at 141:1, when the march-like theme returns on F minor, vi/A[: this is
the crux of the whole work, and the arrival of the Augenblick. The theme,
which is transposed up a minor third from its first appearance, rises

Ex. 11 Elgar, Symphony I/iv, middleground
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sequentially until it reaches a diminished seventh on B\ at 142:4, a chord that
could easily resolve onto either F minor or D minor (see Ex. 12, which suggests
two possible resolutions). At the equivalent point in the exposition (119:4), the
same chord resolves to D minor, the minor-mode immured tonic, but here the
chance is seized to cling to the pivotal F minor that can propel the work
towards its `authentic' conclusion in A[. In this resolution to F minor, D
minor's last lambent hope is smothered.

The moment might seem unremarkable, given that Elgar simply repeats the
theme note-for-note, up a minor third from its original manifestation, but it is
crucial, because it focuses the work's central `possibilities' in a singular way.
Note that nothing actually happens here (nothing `new', anyway), but that if the
possibilities which shine out in this moment are all projected resolutely to the
end of the work, its significance in the entire structure will be revealed.

First and most obviously, this moment recalls the pivotal F from the first
movement, substituting the minor mode, which leans more markedly towards
A[ than the earlier Aminor: the pivot, it suddenly becomes clear, can potentially
swing both ways. Second, the theme's melodic sequences lift the line from c2 to
a[2, a sixth-unfolding which suggests that the first troublesome progression of
the work, which led to an almost total disregard for A[ through to the coda of the
finale, can also be taken over into the immuring tonic. Third, the melodic 5̂/f in
this theme can, if punned upon, also become 3̂/A[. Fourth, the curious stasis of
all the KopftoÈne in this work can be used to A['s advantage: if c2 is punned on

Ex. 12 Elgar, Symphony I/iv, the Augenblick
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once again, the immuring Urlinie can then be picked up where it was left in the
first movement, since there has been no conclusive descending motion in the
vast tracts between to mark a full stop. Fifth, and most startling, the quasi-
cadential fall from B\ to F in the bass at 142:4 suggests that implying a dominant
is as good as actually stating one: ]4̂ can `be' 5̂ in the grammar of this symphony,
and if that is so then perhaps ]IV (that is, D major) can `be' V, too ± and the
immured tonic will be subordinated within an A[ hegemony.

None of these five crucial possibilities is unique to this passage (141:1±
143:1), but that is precisely why it is so remarkable. These possibilities (with
the exception of the tritonal cadence-figure, which belongs to the march-like
theme) have all been tantalisingly available since the Adagio failed to compose-
out a conclusive descent in D major. But loose threads, no matter how
noticeable, still need pulling together. This Augenblick lays bare in striking
fashion both what the symphony has been and done so far, and what the rest of
it can and must do if it is to achieve its ends, and the rest of the movement acts
resolutely on these possibilities. The F-pivot descends by fourths to ]IV7/A[ at
145:9, and the tritonal cadential fall of the march-like theme, first heard at
119:4, is used to close D\±A[ for a resurrection of the immuring A[-Ursatz at
146:1. Simultaneously, a pun on c2 restores that pitch to its original function as
3̂/A[, and picks up the static Kopfton from the end of the first movement
(Ex. 13). The Urlinie descends at last (2̂

V at 151:6, 1̂
I at 151:11, the final chord),

but covering Cs on woodwind and brass serve as a reminder of the long-
sustained immutability of the Kopfton. From the moment the symphony's
ownmost possibilities come into focus there is little doubt that it will end in A[,
and the rhetoric of victory in the closing pages is unmistakable. But are those
syncopated orchestral eruptions from 146:1 joyous or dyspeptic? Is the coda's
posturing ingenuous?

Ex. 13 Elgar, Symphony I, middleground
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Whether one considers the ending happy probably depends on whether one
considers three bars of 1̂

I in A[ sufficient to stabilise the immuring tonic after an
hour of turbulence. Another deciding factor will be whether the means of A['s
`victory', that is its reuse of the very tools that were used to destroy its hold in
the first movement exposition, are thought conclusive. One might argue that if
the symphony continued those same tools could be used to leave A[ again, and
perhaps close convincingly in another key. But isn't the simple fact that the
work doesn't continue, and that it does end in A[, enough corroboration for the
immuring tonic's ultimate claim to have won a secure place in control of the
symphony? I am not sure it is.

Consider another `conservative' twentieth-century `there and back again'
narrative of a quite different sort, but one which evinces a similar conception of
heroism, and which (like Elgar's) is redolent less of Idealist philosophy than of
grim northern epics such as Beowulf. Suppose that J. R.R. Tolkien had ended
The Lord of the Rings soon after the Ring had been destroyed ± had provided an
untarnished `heroic' happy ending, that is. Tolkien would have spared his
readers the Hobbits' heartbreaking return home, to a scourged Shire, and
Frodo's final resignation that he has sacrificed too much in saving his world for
others, and that the best he can do is to leave it behind and sail into the West. If
Tolkien had ended with rejoicing, would we imagine that the Hobbits' return
home would also be happy, or just that Tolkien had not written about the sad
truth? For a reader who understands the northern theory of courage, which
Tolkien embraces, there could be no misunderstanding. How could heroism
achieve anything when the final destiny is not the glorious apotheosis of the
Absolute Idea (or the Christian eschaton) but the total ruin of RagnaroÈk (in
German, GoÈ tterdaÈmmerung)? The materials of the tale simply would not add up
to a happy ending, even if Tolkien had ended with one. And I believe that this
is also the case with Elgar's First Symphony.

Readers of Music Analysis may wonder why I am discussing Tolkien's Ring
rather than Wagner's. The answer is that in Wagner's case, the parallel with
Elgar's First Symphony is much less exact in at least one important respect.
Even before the final bonfire, Wagner's drama embraces the human catastrophe
of Siegfried's death. The disaster of GoÈ tterdaÈmmerung is therefore sealed long
before the final curtain, asWagner moves from tragedy to cataclysm.Maybe the
twilight of the gods is good for humanity, but at the end of the cycle this is by no
means certain. A listener could be forgiven for believing that the pulse-
quickening final pages of Elgar's First Symphony stand for pure, unadulterated
joy; but a listener taking the same impression away from the end of the Ring
would have less justification. Wagner is much more honest and direct in
expressing his ambiguous conclusion than Elgar is, and at the end of theRingwe
know there is a riddle to be answered. In this sense, then, Tolkien's story is a
better parallel, because in his case, as in Elgar's (and indeed as in the nobility of
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the final pages of Beowulf, if we disregard the Geat woman's brief but critical
lament), a definitely `happy' ending is reached. Parallels with Beethovenian
heroism might even be drawn. Yet as I have noted, Tolkien moves on from that
happy ending to a sadder and (to the twentieth-century mind) more realistic
one; and although Elgar does not move on from his happy ending, the question
remains whether a sadder ending is implied in the material.

We are therefore confronted with the possibility, perhaps even the
likelihood, that Elgar has stopped in the middle of his narrative, and we must
ask whether the evidence so far supports a happy-ending hypothesis. I think
there is sufficient to worry us when Elgar's First Symphony ends, especially
regarding the security of that final chord, that we cannot honestly claim the
work's message is assuredly optimistic, even though the Ursatz closes. Elgar
may end by hiding the difficulties beneath a blazing Grandioso apogee of the
ideal call on A[, but that does not mean we should believe all is well. The
immuring tonic has the last word, but it rings hollow.

Conclusions Elgarian and Methodological

The colossal structure of Elgar's First Symphony, a single argument ranging
over about an hour of music, demands much of the listener, although perhaps
not much more than Beethoven's Op. 131 Quartet.37 Elgar's dramatisation of
important moments by use of the various devices discussed in the analysis above
aids the listener as he or she tries to follow the various threads of this densely
plotted work. Although the surface of his music may well seem `violently
switched about',38 when the end comes Elgar's grammar is impeccable, and
concentrated reflection on what has passed will explain how the end has been
reached.

But good grammar is not the same as a convincing argument. The
conventional close in A[ proves that ± despite his claim that he didn't know
how to compose, at least not technically, but just `felt' his way ± Elgar certainly
knew how to follow the rules. He presents the listener with a return of the
opening theme, in the opening key, with a satisfactory harmonic closure. But
the listener has every right to object that this opening theme and its immuring
tonic have by various means been emasculated, and the glorious light of the
third movement, which brought him `near Heaven', hidden under a bushel.
Why must we accept it is A[ and all is well when most of the work has been
playing a different tune? Just as the single flat in the key signature at 5:3 is ± as
Elgar says ± `convenient for the players',39 the closure of the Ursatz is
convenient for the analyst. But only a fundamentalist would claim the end
really is a conclusion.

At the beginning of the symphony Elgar seems to say, `I can write a
symphony in A[ ± can't I?' At the end he merely repeats the question. The
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return of the ideal call is not affirmatory: it is palliative. It is perhaps
superfluous to note that the immuring A[ is less bright than the immured D.

But does all of this actually mean anything? What is the symphony about?
Elgar gave a hint to Walford Davies, when he wrote of this symphony that
there `is no programme beyond a wide experience of human life with a great
charity (love) & a massive hope in the future'.40 These are commonly under-
stood to be the concerns of the Eroica, but Elgar's symphony is a distinctively
twentieth-century creation. There is no final victory, but only `a massive hope'.
Elgar's quest ends, like Tolkien's in The Lord of the Rings, with the hero (if
there is one at all) scarred and enfeebled by his travails, superficially happy,
but deeply unsettled at heart. Elgar's preference for immuring±immured
tonality over against progressive tonality reflects this narrative structure.
Progressive tonality can result in triumph because it can absorb tensions and
decide on a final outcome, but Elgar's immuring tonality merely swallows
tensions and leaves them rumbling inside. And since after a struggle things can
never be changed back to their former state, the result must be negative.

The symbolic implications of Elgar's structural technique are, then,
antiheroic and thoroughly modern. None of the seven structural devices of
the first movement strives for something, as Beethoven's music strives to
overcome difficulties. Each device strives against something: the `quest' of the
First Symphony is not to find or gain the immuring A[, but to lose or destroy
the immured D. Beethoven's heroic music seeks to absorb contradictions and
complexities into a final, glorious apotheosis; the hero grows through his trials
into something far greater than even he could have hoped. And to the
nineteenth-century mind such an idea was conceivable: to take a single
example, its renewed veneration of saints would have been unthinkable if it was
not believed that miraculous power could be used entirely for good. But in the
twentieth century, whose greatest power struggle led only to Auschwitz, this
belief was turned on its head. Now, the saintly hero with miraculous power is
more likely to be called Harry Potter than Prometheus or St George: the heroic
ideal is in important ways less easy to take seriously. There are no heroes in
Elgar, or at least none that Beethoven would recognise. Elgar said his
symphony offered hope, but he presents it as a rather forlorn one.

Most of Elgar's mature music was written before the First World War, but
even without the personal experience of the chief evils of the twentieth century
he would eventually have, he composed knowing that `all power tends to
corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely'. Therefore, his refusal to
grant A[ the structural power the tonic had traditionally expected (and still got,
ultimately, in the progressive-tonal structures of Mahler) can be read as an
authentically twentieth-century scepticism. Elgar seems to say that victory is
impossible, because all that can be effected is man's return to his starting point
± and from there tragedy will inevitably ensue. On this view all human
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endeavour leads ultimately to ruin. In his way Elgar makes his point as
powerfully as post-war writers such as Tolkien, Golding and Orwell. I think
the First Symphony's `motto' theme, the ideal call, is misnamed: the `sub-acid'
theme, which symbolises the anxiety over the necessity to choose between
possibilities it has itself created and the ultimate failure to find unproblematic
resolution, is really the motto of this symphony ± and perhaps of all Elgar.

To understand how this point is made, however, we must get to grips with
how the `hero's victory' in this symphony is presented in an ironic and cynical
way, and it is the Augenblick which allows for that understanding. Recall
Heidegger's definition of the Augenblick as the moment of vision that brings
Dasein in its Present away from `distraction' (Zerstreuung) with immediate
concerns, and carries it, holding in force future and past, to the possibilities
most distinctively its own, which are then projected resolutely into an
authentic future. The Augenblick changes the form of Dasein's everyday
activity, but not the content.

So, to take a simple romantic example, in the week before an Augenblick a
girl may go to the cinema with a friend, share popcorn and a drink with him,
and have some physical contact in funny or scary parts of the film. They are
friends, and the content of the evening is understood on those terms. But then,
in the Augenblick which follows the night out, she catches a glimpse (from the
future) of them both as lovers. From that point she looks on her past and
present entirely differently. Possibilities from the past (`he finds this funny';
`he doesn't like that'; `raspberry ice cream is his favourite') take on utterly new
significance, as she acts resolutely on the realisation in the Augenblick that she
is in love, and that her way of being with her friend has undergone a total
gestalt switch. The form of their relationship has changed, even though the
content remains the same. Whether they become lovers depends on the friend
also experiencing an Augenblick ± and if he does, that his Augenblick (his
`authentic present', his `owned present') reveals to him a future which he can
project himself into and which includes being with her as a goal. It is possible
an Augenblick will reveal a way of being that, while being definitely one's
`ownmost' way of being, still ultimately leads to pain. Not everyone crosses the
Hellespont.

Elgar's object of concern in this symphony is the resolution of the tension
between immuring-A[ and immured-D tonalities. A Dasein in an inauthentic
present is, in Heidegger's view, over-concerned with immediate things, to the
extent that it is Being-alongside them in a way which limits Dasein's potentiality-
for-Being itself. (If one is blind even to the possibility of falling in love, then
distraction in the popcorn and film trailers will limit the potentiality-for-
Being-oneself in the above example. It may lessen the pain of acting on the
Augenblick ± and inauthenticity is an existential palliative medicine ± but one
will scarcely be oneself.) Over-concern in music, then, might manifest itself as
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a `distraction' ± or, more literally, `scattering' ± with or in immediate syntactic
questions such as the `key' of the `sub-acid' theme. Such distraction, when
taken on to the level of the entire structure (that is, the Ursatz), is
counterproductive, and we must look `deeper', to the sixth-unfolding sparked
off by the `sub-acid' theme rather than just at the theme itself, or to the effect
of the immured D rather than just to the levelling-off of that key as an
engorged contrapuntal-structural chord.

But at the same time we must not imagine that `distraction' is wholly wrong.
(Even an authentic individual can enjoy popcorn qua snack.) It would be a poor
early modernist symphonist who did not acknowledge and work with the
symphonic tradition, and for Elgar that largely means Beethoven and his
powerful influence in the nineteenth century. For Heidegger, it is the
anticipating `repetition' of the past that allows for an authentic consummation
of the possibilities for individuality glimpsed in the Augenblick: seeing the
future, Dasein `anticipates' it by projecting useful possibilities from the past (as
his vision of the future permits him to reinterpret them); he `repeats' them in a
way which will serve a new, authentic purpose. In Elgar's case the
acknowledgement of the past of the tonal ± and especially the symphonic ±
tradition, if bound up with a fore-knowing of the possible goals of the piece
(most likely a resolution in either A[ or D), can allow him to `repeat' the
Ursatz, which codifies the Beethovenian symphonic model, or specific musical
devices in this work or others, in such a way that his First Symphony projects
an entirely distinctive identity. The Augenblick does not disentangle the knotty
contradictions of the work, since, as Heidegger says, nothing `happens' `in it':
it just focuses the possibilities for disentangling them which, if projected
resolutely, can eventually lead to a solution, however complex that may be.

Without taking into account the Augenblick, we risk concluding that the
symphony `repeats' the Ursatz in an inauthentic way: the work ends in A[
following a satisfactory harmonic closure, after all. Such a misprision is based
on a `scattering' in the tonal tradition, and especially in Beethoven's heroic goal-
orientation, as if it was a thing to be grasped (like a security blanket). In the First
Symphony'sAugenblick, however, the work's `hero' realises that his only means
of grace lies in the seizure of the powerful tools which tore him apart in the first
movement: to become as powerful as he promised he must use the same
malicious machinery of his enemy. Here Elgar wrestles with the ineluctable
problem of evil that would concern so many twentieth-century artists. The
Augenblick does not just lead us to hermeneutic conclusions that illuminate a
single work, composer, or period ± that is, lead us to say something about music
however broadly. Because of music's temporal similarities with Dasein, it
actually brings us nearer to understanding what music seems to be saying about
us, which is precisely what draws us to the art form in the first place.

Finally, it is because Elgar's narrative, which my emphasis on theAugenblick
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brings into focus, is so contra-Beethovenian that total reliance on the Ursatz as
a structural prop simply will not suffice. We can ask again the questions at the
beginning of this article: is early modernist syntax basically Beethovenian±
Schenkerian, and is Schenkerian analysis of it appropriate? Clearly, there are
elements of the classical syntax in Elgar, for instance his contrapuntal
prolongation of diatonic triads and the dramatic opposition of subsidiary keys,
but the syntax is taken to extremes that make an orthodox Schenkerian reading
inadequate.

First, contrapuntal prolongation in Elgar will very often be off the triad rather
than on it, either before or after an arrival: so, for instance, in the first movement
exposition, the triad of A minor is prolonged first by a VI±V±i cadence, where
VI is itself established so painstakingly that it almost sounds like a tonic, then in
the development V/a is prolonged contrapuntally. The key area of Aminor itself,
however, only appears for a very short while at 11:5 and 17:1. It is the movement
towards (and then sharply away from) a goal that takes up all Elgar's time: since
in the pristinely cynical world all possibilities are equally undesirable, the only
acceptable option is to procrastinate, which is precisely what he does. Second,
the opposed key in Elgar's music is prolonged to such great lengths ± and with its
own subsidiary keys and a D-Ursatz ± that it becomes a tonality in itself. So,
Elgar's syntax relies basically on the Beethovenian±Schenkerian model, but his
mutation of this model, which is revealed by the existential reinterpretation of
Schenker's theory, is probably more interesting. Nevertheless, it cannot be
stressed too strongly that to understand how Elgar works we must understand
him in terms of appropriate models ± the Wittgensteinian `form of life' or
Heideggerian `horizon of disclosure' ± which means analysing from the
viewpoint of the tonal tradition he inherited and transformed. The same holds
for every other early modernist composer.

The other principal methodological concern of this article has been to
examine how a multi-movement piece works structurally, to begin to answer
the question of why works have as many movements as they do, and in which
order. In the First Symphony, answers are ready to hand. The Urlinie's failure
to descend at the end of each of the first three movements, twinned with the
lack of strong tonic statements in all but the third movement (whose D major,
as we have seen, has problems of its own), are two notable ways in which Elgar
carries the argument on without a break. This technique is not Elgar's, though:
it reaches back at least as far as Beethoven, who habitually (and increasingly, as
he aged) channelled energies towards recapitulations, codas and finales, with
early implications worked out only in the closing stages. Hence, to take some
well-known examples, major-mode auguries in the opening movements of the
Fifth and Ninth Symphonies must wait until the finale for full explication, and
real confirmation of the work's tonic is not given until the finales of the Op. 102
No. 1 Cello Sonata and Op. 131 String Quartet.
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On its own the Ursatz can rarely help to answer the question of why a work
has a number of separate movements, which is one of its principal failings:
Elgar's First Symphony is anomalous in this respect. But an existential
interpretation of the Ursatz, twinned with a narratological realisation that the
point a movement ± or indeed a work ± stops is not necessarily where it ends,
allows us to stand back from the analysis and ask questions of it. A particular
statement has been made, one which carries a particular meaning and a
particular weight. But we may still ask if, when an Ursatz closes, it necessarily
concludes the argument. Bearing in mind the First Symphony's Augenblick, I
think we should say in this case that it does not. After the eucatastrophe of the
`Heaven' theme, the musical argument continues and leaves its happy ending
far behind.

But surely my analysis of the First Symphony, however far it stretches the
methodology, is still recognisably Schenkerian: even though it is spread over
four movements theUrsatz still closes. Indeed; but inGerontius and Falstaff (to
give just two Elgarian examples) it does not. Using a Heideggerian±Schenkerian
method, a closed Ursatz is no longer important. What is important is that the
possibility of ending is available as an option to be explored and worked with,
and ± principally ± that a revelation of the authentic being of the individual piece
is glimpsed and held in the Augenblick and projected resolutely to the end. If
that means, as in this symphony, that after a duotonal struggle the piece will
complete a contrapuntal descent, all well and good. But an existential analysis
allows for a more nuanced reading, one that reveals the empty futility of the
supposed `victory', and does not gloss over the immured D major. The Ursatz
will always be there in the background, as the guiding principle of the tonal
language, but we cannot disregard its indebtedness to the Beethovenian heroic
style, and its insufficiency for analysis of much music of later periods, or of
multi-movement works. The foregoing discussion suggests one possible way
out of this particularly restrictive hermeneutic trap.41
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ABSTRACT

Schenkerian analysis is a problematic tool for the analysis of early modernist
music, not least because its deep-level theoretical and hermeneutic dependence
on the Beethovenian heroic style is at risk of predefining the outline of a
hermeneutics of other music. By bringing the Ursatz into contact with Martin
Heidegger's concept of the Augenblick, it becomes possible to sever this
restrictive hermeneutic link and also to open up a radically new possibility for
background structures in late tonal music.

Elgar's First Symphony presents two considerable challenges to an orthodox
Schenkerian reading. First, it is a prolongation of two strongly outlined
tonalities ± one immuring, the other immured ± and second, its Kopfton
remains static at the end of movements and does not descend structurally until
the finale, thus prolonging a single Ursatz over an entire symphony. By
aligning itself with Heidegger's analysis of the nature of human Being, a
Heideggerian±Schenkerian analysis of the work illuminates Elgar's `play' with
the Beethovenian symphonic tradition, and demonstrates how he successfully
manipulates his gigantic early modernist tonal structure.
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